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Introduction: Evaluating the dynamic structure of sleep may yield new insights into the mechanisms underlying human sleep 
physiology.
Methods: We analyzed data from a 12-day, 11-night, strictly controlled laboratory study with an adaptation night, 3 iterations of 
a baseline night followed by a recovery night after 36 h of total sleep deprivation, and a final recovery night. All sleep opportunities 
were 12 h in duration (22:00–10:00) and recorded with polysomnography (PSG). The PSG records were scored for the sleep stages: 
rapid eye movement (REM) sleep; non-REM (NREM) stage 1 sleep (S1), stage 2 sleep (S2), and slow wave sleep (SWS); and wake 
(W). Phenotypic interindividual differences were assessed using indices of dynamic sleep structure – specifically sleep stage transitions 
and sleep cycle characteristics – and intraclass correlation coefficients across nights.
Results: NREM/REM sleep cycles and sleep stage transitions exhibited substantial and stable interindividual differences that were 
robust across baseline and recovery nights, suggesting that mechanisms underlying the dynamic structure of sleep are phenotypic. In 
addition, the dynamics of sleep stage transitions were found to be associated with sleep cycle characteristics, with a significant 
relationship between the length of sleep cycles and the degree to which S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS transitions were in equilibrium.
Discussion: Our findings are consistent with a model for the underlying mechanisms that involves three subsystems – characterized 
by S2-to-W/S1, S2-to-SWS, and S2-to-REM transitions – with S2 playing a hub-like role. Furthermore, the balance between the two 
subsystems within NREM sleep (S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS) may serve as a basis for the dynamic regulation of sleep structure and 
may represent a novel target for interventions aiming to improve sleep.
Keywords: polysomnography, sleep stage transitions, NREM/REM sleep cycles, ultradian rhythm, sleep phenotype

Introduction
Sleep is a dynamic process,1 with the brain cycling through different sleep stages in a structured manner. Healthy human 
sleep displays systematic alternations between episodes of non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and rapid eye 
movement (REM) sleep.2 The duration of this sleep cycle, or ultradian rhythm, is 90 to 100 min on average.3 Within 
each NREM sleep episode, there is usually a progression from lighter sleep (stage 1 [S1] and stage 2 [S2]) to deeper 
sleep (stage 3 and stage 4, or slow wave sleep [SWS]) and then back to lighter sleep.4 Moreover, the distribution of sleep 
stages within the sleep cycle changes across the night.5,6 SWS is most prominent during the first two or three sleep cycles 
of the night,7 whereas REM sleep is most prominent during the later sleep cycles of nighttime sleep.8 In healthy young 
adults, approximately 50% of sleep time presents as S2 sleep, which is distinct from SWS and REM sleep in terms of 
polysomnographic appearance,2,9 EEG synchronization (auto-correlation),10,11 and temporal regulation.12,13

These dynamics interact with the homeostatic and circadian processes of sleep/wake regulation, with NREM sleep 
controlled primarily by the homeostatic process7 and REM sleep under circadian and homeostatic control.14–16 

Furthermore, there is homeostatic regulation between NREM and REM sleep within and across sleep cycles,17,18 
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which has been described in terms of reciprocal interaction.19 Further complexity in dynamic sleep structure has been 
revealed by analyses of the first sleep cycle20,21 and comparisons among chronotypes22 and age groups.23

Over the last two decades, detailed analyses of the transitions between sleep stages revealed dynamic mathematical 
and statistical patterns and yielded new insight into the mechanisms underlying human sleep physiology and 
pathophysiology.24–29 One recent study on sleep stage transitions found that three distinct “subsystems” may underlie 
the regulation of dynamic sleep structure,30 with S2 playing a hub-like role.25,26,30 These three subsystems are 
represented specifically by transitions from S2 to wake [W] or S1 (“S2-to-W/S1”), from S2 to SWS (“S2-to-SWS”), 
and from S2 to REM (“S2-to-REM”). They appear to be implicated in the regulation of sleep cycles,27,30 but additional 
research examining relationships among the different sleep stage transitions within and between individuals is needed to 
elucidate this further. Of particular interest is how the S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS subsystems for NREM sleep, and the 
balance between them, may influence the transition to REM (S2-to-REM).

A growing body of literature has documented profound differences between individuals in many aspects of sleep, 
which are commonly found to be highly phenotypic. This includes trait interindividual differences in sleep variables 
assessed with polysomnography (PSG)25,31–33 and systematic interindividual differences in sleep regulatory 
mechanisms.25,34–37 Phenotypic interindividual differences represent an additional source of information beyond what 
can be inferred from group means, which can be unlocked by dissociating between-subjects from within-subjects 
variance in the data. In the present study, we assessed phenotypic interindividual differences in sleep stage transitions 
and sleep cycles to help further elucidate the mechanisms underlying the dynamic regulation of sleep structure.

Methods
Subjects
Complete data were available from 17 healthy young adults (aged 28.6 ± 5.7 years; range: 22–40 years; 8 males, 9 
females), of which 10 were studied at the University of Pennsylvania, and 7 at Washington State University using the 
same study design and protocol and the same inclusion and exclusion criteria. Sleep analyses from the 10 subjects studied 
at the University of Pennsylvania were published previously,33 but (with the exception of total sleep time) the data 
reported here are new.

Subjects were physically and psychologically healthy as assessed by physical examination, history, blood chemistry 
and urinalysis. They were deemed to be free of sleep disorders, as assessed with the Sleep Disorders Questionnaire,38 

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index,39 Epworth Sleepiness Scale,40 Multivariate Apnea Risk Index,41 and review of baseline 
polysomnography. Subjects reported being good sleepers, neither extreme morning- nor extreme evening-type, and 
habitually sleeping between 7 h and 9 h per night and getting up between 06:30 and 08:30. Habitual sleep/wake pattern 
was verified by means of wrist actigraphy and sleep diary in the 7 days preceding the laboratory experiment. Subjects had 
no history of alcohol or drug abuse. They refrained from using drugs, alcohol, tobacco, and caffeine 7 days prior to and 
during the experiment and were not allowed to take any naps during this period. The study was conducted in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Institutional Review Boards of the University of Pennsylvania and Washington 
State University approved the study, and all subjects gave written informed consent.

Experimental Procedures
The laboratory experimental protocol is illustrated in Figure 1. Subjects spent 12 days, 11 nights consecutively in a strictly 
controlled laboratory setting. On the first day, subjects entered the laboratory in the afternoon and went to bed at 22:00 for 

Figure 1 Schematic of the 12-day, 11-night, laboratory study protocol. After an adaptation night (A), subjects underwent 3 iterations (numbered dotted boxes) of a 12 
h waking period (W), a baseline night (B), a 36 h period of total sleep deprivation (SD), and a recovery night (R), which was followed by a final 12 h waking period and a final 
predeparture recovery night (P). All eight sleep opportunities (gray) were PSG-recorded and involved 12 h time in bed (22:00–10:00). Tick marks are at 12 h intervals; 
extended tick marks indicate midnight. Figure adapted from Tucker et al (2007).
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a 12 h adaptation sleep period. At 10:00 the next morning, they were awakened and began a 12 h scheduled waking period. 
They went to bed again at 22:00 for a 12 h baseline sleep period. At 10:00 the next morning, subjects were awakened and 
began a 36 h period of total sleep deprivation. At 22:00, at the end of the 36 h sleep deprivation period, subjects went to bed 
for a 12 h recovery sleep opportunity. The sequence of 12 h wakefulness, 12 h baseline sleep, 36 h of total sleep deprivation, 
and 12 h recovery sleep was repeated three times. At 10:00 after the third recovery night, another 12 h period of scheduled 
wakefulness began. Subjects went to bed again at 22:00 for a final, 12 h predeparture sleep period. At 10:00, subjects were 
awakened and went home later that day.

Throughout the experiment, the conditions in the laboratory were carefully controlled in terms of environmental 
circumstances and scheduled activities.28 Ambient temperature was maintained at 21 ± 1 °C. Light exposure was fixed at 
<50 lux during scheduled wakefulness, and <1 lux (darkness) during scheduled sleep periods. Subjects were behaviorally 
monitored by trained staff members continuously. Cognitive performance was tested every 2 hours of scheduled 
wakefulness by means of a moderate workload (0.5 h) or high workload (1.0 h) version of a standardized neurobeha-
vioral test battery;42 the high workload version was only administered during one of the three iterations of sleep 
deprivation (randomly assigned). Between test bouts, subjects were allowed only non-vigorous activities, such as 
watching movies, playing games, reading, and listening to music. They had no interactions with people outside the 
laboratory, including Internet, live television, phone calls, and visitors. Standardized meals were provided at 11:00, 
15:00, and 19:00 each day, and also at 23:00, 03:00, and 07:00 during sleep deprivation. Food was controlled in terms of 
the recommended caloric intake and proportion of macronutrients (proteins, fats, and carbohydrates) for the person’s 
height, weight, age, and activity level (which was predominantly sedentary inside the laboratory). The amount of food 
subjects received during the 36 h sleep deprivation periods matched their normal 2-day caloric requirement. Caffeine 
intake was prohibited.

Polysomnography and Sleep Variables
The nocturnal PSG recordings were performed with digital equipment (University of Pennsylvania: Vitaport 3, TEMEC 
Instruments, Kerkrade, The Netherlands; Washington State University: Nihon Kohden, Foothill Ranch, CA, USA). Time 
in bed (TIB) was fixed at 12 h, starting at 22:00, for each of the eight nights recorded per subject. The following channels 
were recorded simultaneously at a sampling frequency of 128 Hz (University of Pennsylvania) or 200 Hz (Washington 
State University): four electroencephalogram (EEG) derivations, C3-Ax, C4-Ax, Fz-Ax and Oz-Ax (where Ax stands for 
bridged mastoids); two electrooculogram (EOG) derivations, LOC-Ax and ROC-Ax; chin electromyogram (EMG), 
submentalis; and electrocardiogram (ECG), modified lead II. After re-referencing to average reference, sleep stages 
were scored manually in 30s epochs by trained PSG technologists according to the original standard criteria for the 
investigation of sleep,2 and total sleep time (TST) was determined. Sleep stage transitions were tallied; movement time 
was lumped with wake for this purpose.43

To characterize sleep stage dynamics, for each PSG record the number of transitions from and to each of the stages W, 
REM, S1, S2, and SWS was determined, and the total number of transitions (#Transitions) was calculated. (Note that if 
a sleep stage was continued from one 30s epoch to the next, this was not counted as a transition and not further 
considered.) In addition, a sleep stage transition index (SSTI) was calculated as the average number of sleep stage 
transitions (of any kind) per hour of sleep (TST). To characterize sleep cycle dynamics, for each PSG record the number 
of completed NREM/REM sleep cycles (#Cycles) was determined according to the criteria of Feinberg and Floyd,6 

where NREM sleep cycles were measured from any stage of NREM sleep onset. The mean and within-night standard 
deviation (SD) of the intervals between the onsets of consecutive REM episodes (REM-onset intervals) were assessed 
(M-ROI and SD-ROI, respectively).23 In line with previous work,43 intermittent wakefulness was not counted toward the 
REM-onset intervals.

Statistical Analyses
For investigations of interindividual differences, we used variance components analysis to separate between-subjects 
variance (systematic interindividual variability) from within-subjects variance (intraindividual variability or error var-
iance). This analysis was implemented as a restricted maximum likelihood, mixed-effects analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
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with night type (adaptation, baseline, recovery, and predeparture) and study location (Pennsylvania and Washington) as 
covariates, and a random effect over subjects on the intercept. Phenotypic interindividual variability was quantified with 
the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC),44 calculated as the ratio of between-subjects variance over between- plus 
within-subjects variance, across all 8 nights. The 95% confidence interval (CI) for the ICC was calculated using exact 
method.45

The between-subjects standard deviation (SDbs) was calculated as the square root of the between-subjects variance. 
A 95% reference interval (RI) for systematic interindividual variability was estimated by multiplying the SDbs with 3.92 
(representing 1.96 times the SD on both sides of the mean to capture the 95% range between the 2.5th and 97.5th 
percentiles). The variance components analysis was repeated with age and gender as additional covariates to examine the 
effect of these demographics on interindividual variability. In addition, the same analysis was repeated with covariates 
controlling for sleep deprivation iteration (see Figure 1) and for the recovery night that followed cognitive testing on the 
high workload neurobehavioral test battery.

We used paired t-tests to compare descriptive statistics for sleep stage transitions and sleep cycle characteristics 
between baseline and recovery nights. Only transitions that occurred on average at least 3 times per night (see Table 1) 
were included in this analysis and in follow-on analyses such as ICC assessment.

To investigate associations between sleep stage transitions and sleep cycles, an NREM transition balance index for 
S2-to-W/S1 versus S2-to-SWS transitions was calculated for each PSG record as:

where #Tr indicates number of transitions, and W/S1 denotes W or S1. A positive value of TBIS2 indicates a greater 
tendency to transition from S2 to SWS than to W or S1; a negative value indicates the opposite; and a value of zero 
indicates balance between these transitions. The absolute magnitude of TBIS2, |TBIS2|, was used as a measure of the 
degree of deviation from balance. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for normality was used to test for deviation of the TBIS2 

values from a normal distribution with a mean of zero across all PSG records.
The within-subjects correlation coefficient rws, controlling for subjects in a partial correlation analysis, was used to 

investigate within-subjects relationships between M-ROI and TBIS2 or |TBIS2|. The between-subjects correlation coeffi-
cient rbs, controlling for age and gender, was used to investigate between-subjects relationships between M-ROI and 
TBIS2 or |TBIS2|, each averaged across the 8 nights within each subject.

Results
Total Sleep Time
TST in the 12 h baseline nights was 555.8 ± 59.7 min (mean ± SD), which increased significantly in the 12 h recovery 
nights (t16 = 11.66, P < 0.001) to 658.7 ± 35.8 min. TST in the adaptation and predeparture nights were 599.3 ± 66.1 
min and 504.0 ± 98.4 min, respectively. The ICC for TST was 0.44 (95% CI: 0.26–0.67) and statistically significant 
(P = 0.007). These results are nearly identical to the earlier findings of Tucker et al.28

Sleep Stage Transitions
Descriptive statistics and interindividual differences results for sleep stage transitions are shown in Table 1. ICCs for 
sleep stage transitions were generally fair to moderate and statistically significant (P < 0.05). The ICC for the W-to-REM 
transition stood out as poor (< 0.2) and not statistically significant (P = 0.091); however, this is an unusual transition 
frequently seen in patients with narcolepsy (and rarely seen in healthy young adults).46

A significant effect of 36 h of total sleep deprivation was observed for #Transitions, SSTI, and nearly half of the sleep 
stage transitions analyzed (Table 1). Specifically, in the recovery night after sleep deprivation, as compared to baseline, 
the frequencies of transitions S1-to-S2, W-to-S1, S2-to-W, W-to-REM as well as #Transitions and SSTI were signifi-
cantly decreased, while transitions S2-to-REM and REM-to-S2 were significantly increased (P < 0.05). However, the 
magnitude of the phenotypic interindividual differences consistently exceeded the group-average magnitude of the effect 
of 36 h of total sleep deprivation on the number of sleep stage transitions (Table 1 and Figure 2).
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Table 1 Sleep Stage Transitions and Sleep Cycle Characteristics at Baseline and During Recovery Sleep After 36 h of Total Sleep Deprivation, Interindividual Variabilities, Between- and 
Within-Subjects Variance Components, and Intraclass Correlation Coefficients, for 17 Healthy Young Adults

Average Baseline Recovery Difference SDbs 95% RI Varbs Varws ICC P for ICC

Sleep stage transitions
#Transitions 136.5 141.0 ± 34.0 131.1 ± 26.9 −9.9 ± 17.8* 29.6 116.0 873.0 765.7 0.53 (0.35–0.74) 0.002
SSTI 14.0 15.2 ± 3.3 12.0 ± 2.5 −3.2 ± 1.9*** 2.8 11.0 7.8 7.7 0.50 (0.32–0.72) 0.003

S2-to-SWS 20.8 20.8 ± 7.2 20.8 ± 6.9 0.0 ± 6.8 4.6 18.0 21.6 42.8 0.34 (0.17–0.58) 0.019

SWS-to-S2 18.5 18.3 ± 6.3 18.8 ± 6.4 0.6 ± 6.6 4.1 16.2 17.1 40.8 0.30 (0.14–0.54) 0.028
S1-to-S2 18.3 19.8 ± 6.0 16.1 ± 4.9 −3.8 ± 4.8** 5.3 20.9 28.3 35.5 0.44 (0.26–0.67) 0.006

W-to-S1 18.0 19.5 ± 6.2 15.1 ± 8.0 −4.4 ± 5.0** 5.4 21.2 29.0 41.7 0.41 (0.23–0.65) 0.008

S2-to-W 13.5 14.6 ± 5.7 11.8 ± 4.3 −2.8 ± 4.0* 4.4 17.2 19.8 19.1 0.51 (0.33–0.73) 0.003
REM-to-W 8.7 9.6 ± 3.1 8.4 ± 3.0 −1.2 ± 2.4 2.5 9.9 6.3 10.1 0.39 (0.21–0.63) 0.011

S2-to-REM 8.1 7.3 ± 1.7 9.7 ± 2.3 2.5 ± 1.7*** 1.7 6.6 2.9 3.1 0.48 (0.30–0.71) 0.004

W-to-S2 6.9 7.0 ± 3.4 6.9 ± 3.2 −0.1 ± 2.3 2.7 10.7 7.4 10.9 0.40 (0.23–0.64) 0.009
S2-to-S1 4.9 5.3 ± 2.9 4.2 ± 2.1 −1.1 ± 2.5 2.4 9.5 5.9 18.9 0.24 (0.09–0.48) 0.049

S1-to-W 4.8 4.9 ± 4.4 3.6 ± 5.3 −1.3 ± 2.2 3.4 13.4 11.6 19.4 0.37 (0.20–0.62) 0.013
W-to-REM 3.8 4.6 ± 3.3 3.3 ± 2.1 −1.3 ± 2.2* 1.2 4.7 1.4 6.5 0.18 (0.05–0.41) 0.091

REM-to-S2 3.5 2.8 ± 1.6 4.6 ± 2.6 1.8 ± 1.7*** 1.2 4.8 1.5 3.4 0.31 (0.15–0.56) 0.024

Sleep cycles
#Cycles 5.9 5.6 ± 0.9 6.6 ± 0.7 1.0 ± 0.9*** 0.6 2.4 0.4 0.7 0.37 (0.19–0.61) 0.014

M-ROI (min) 91.6 90.7 ± 8.6 92.5 ± 6.7 1.7 ± 8.8 5.8 22.9 34.2 73.4 0.32 (0.15–0.56) 0.022

SD-ROI (min) 19.3 20.6 ± 4.1 17.4 ± 4.4 −3.3 ± 5.0* 1.1 4.2 1.1 52.0 0.02 (0.00–0.18) 0.437

Notes: Only sleep stage transitions with an average number equal to or greater than 3 per night are included. Values are means ± SD. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 by t-test. 
Abbreviations: ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; RI, reference interval; ROI, REM-onset interval; SDbs, between-subjects standard deviation; SSTI, sleep stage transition index; Varbs, between-subjects variance; Varws, within- 
subjects variance.
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Repeating the analyses with age and gender as covariates, neither was found to contribute significantly to inter-
individual differences in sleep stage transitions, except for transitions from S2-to-REM, where gender was found to 
contribute significantly to interindividual differences. Controlling for night type, study location, and age, women on 
average displayed 2.45 ± 0.75 (mean ± standard error) more S2-to-REM transitions than men (t13 = 3.26, P = 0.006).

Repeating the analyses controlling for sleep deprivation iteration yielded significant order effects for #Transitions, 
SSTI, and transitions from W-to-S1, W-to-S2, S1-to-W, S1-to-S2, S2-to-W, but controlling for these order effects yielded 
no substantive changes to the ICC results. No significant effects of high workload during neurobehavioral testing on 
subsequent sleep outcomes were observed.

Sleep Cycles
Descriptive statistics and interindividual differences results for sleep cycle variables, #Cycles, M-ROI, and SD-ROI, are 
shown in Table 1. ICCs for #Cycles and M-ROI were fair (0.37 and 0.32, respectively) and statistically significant (P = 0.014 
and P = 0.022, respectively). The ICC for SD-ROI was poor (0.02) and not statistically significant (P = 0.256).

There was a significant effect of 36 h of total sleep deprivation for #Cycles and SD-ROI, but not for M-ROI. In the 
recovery night after 36 h of sleep deprivation, #Cycles was significantly increased compared to baseline nights (t16 = 
4.41, P < 0.001), while SD-ROI was significantly decreased (t16 = 2.67, P = 0.017). The magnitude of the phenotypic 
interindividual differences consistently exceeded the magnitude of the group-average effect of 36 h of total sleep 
deprivation (Table 1 and Figure 2).

Repeating the analyses with age and gender as covariates, neither was found to contribute significantly to inter-
individual differences in the sleep cycle indices. In addition, when repeating the analyses controlling for sleep deprivation 
iteration, significant order effects were observed for #Cycles, but controlling for the order effects did not materially affect 
the main results. No significant effects of high workload during neurobehavioral testing on sleep cycle variables were 
observed.

Associations Between Sleep Stage Transitions and Sleep Cycles
The distribution of TBIS2 is shown in Figure 3. The mean (± SD) of TBIS2 was 0.074 (± 0.26). The distribution of TBIS2 

was not significantly different from a normal distribution with a mean of zero (D = 0.038, P = 0.98), indicating that on 
the whole, the two transition subsystems (S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS) were in balance.

Within subjects, there was a significant positive correlation between |TBIS2| and M-ROI (rws = 0.22, P = 0.017), 
whereas there was no significant correlation between TBIS2 and M-ROI (rws = –0.02, P = 0.81). Between subjects, 
controlling for age and gender, there were no significant correlations between M-ROI and TBIS2 (rbs = −0.35, P = 0.21) 
or |TBIS2| (rbs = −0.42, P = 0.12). These results indicate a within-subjects relationship of deviation from balance between 
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Figure 2 Magnitude of the phenotypic interindividual differences versus that of the response to 36 h of total sleep deprivation for sleep stage transition and sleep cycles 
variables with significant sleep deprivation effects. The gray bars indicate the group-average effect of sleep deprivation (ie, the absolute difference between recovery sleep 
and baseline sleep). The black bars indicate the span of systematic interindividual differences across the eight nights (ie, 95% reference interval of between-subjects 
variability). Error bars represent standard errors.
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S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS transitions versus the duration of the sleep cycle. This relationship cannot be attributed to an 
associated change in the overall number of NREM-based transitions from S2, as the within-subjects correlation between 
|TBIS2| and the sum of the S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS transitions was not significant (rws = 0.04, P = 0.67).

Discussion
In this paper, we made use of a unique data set from a carefully controlled laboratory study specifically designed to 
investigate phenotypic sleep differences, with multiple sleep recordings under baseline conditions and after exposure to 
36 h of total sleep deprivation (Figure 1) allowing us to assess whether interindividual differences in sleep characteristics 
are substantial, stable, and robust. We found that sleep stage transitions and sleep cycles exhibited significantly stable and 
robust interindividual differences across baseline and recovery nights, suggesting that mechanisms underlying the 
dynamic structure of sleep are considerably phenotypic. We also found that sleep stage transition dynamics were 
associated with sleep cycle characteristics; specifically, the degree of deviation from balance between S2-to-W/S1 and 
S2-to-SWS transitions (|TBIS2|) was significantly associated with the length of REM-onset intervals within individuals 
across nights. These results provide novel insights into the mechanisms underlying the dynamic regulation of sleep 
structure.

Phenotypic Interindividual Differences in Dynamic Sleep Structure
Our findings of phenotypic interindividual differences in sleep stage transitions and sleep cycles (Table 1) extend our 
earlier findings of trait interindividual differences in the static characteristics of sleep architecture33 to aspects of the 
dynamic structure of sleep. Although the static and dynamic aspects of sleep are of course related, they are distinct and 
may have dissociable regulatory underpinnings, as illustrated for example by the reduced number of sleep stage 
transitions after sleep deprivation (see Table 1) despite increased recovery sleep duration. Our results indicate that 
dynamic sleep structure does indeed have its own regulatory mechanisms. The processes involved may be mediated by 
previously documented, structural differences in the brain47 and could be, at least in part, genetically determined.48

Our results pertaining to phenotypic interindividual differences in sleep cycles (ie, length of REM-onset intervals) are 
consistent with earlier reports of variability in this ultradian sleep rhythm.5,6,23,33,49 In particular, while the length of the 
sleep cycle has been anecdotally described as “90 minutes”, in reality it varies widely within and between individuals 
from 70 min to 150 min.6,23 It is noteworthy that the ICC for SD-ROI – that is, the systematic between-subjects 
variability in the within-night variation of the REM-onset interval – was low and not significant, even though the ICC for 
M-ROI – that is, the systematic between-subjects variability in the within-night mean of the REM-onset interval – was 
significant. These findings indicate that variability between individuals in the basal length of sleep cycles is phenotypic, 
while the degree of night-to-night variability is not or to a much lesser extent.

Figure 3 Distribution of NREM transition balance index, TBIS2. Frequencies are shown for pooled dataset (8 recorded nights for 17 subjects each = 136 records). Positive 
values indicate greater tendency to transition from S2 to SWS than to W or S1; negative values indicate the opposite; and a value of zero indicates balance between these 
transitions. The black dashed line denotes a normal distribution with mean of zero.
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It is an intriguing observation that the magnitude of the phenotypic interindividual differences in dynamic sleep 
structure was consistently much larger than the group-average magnitude of the effect of 36 h of total sleep deprivation, 
as has been reported for other aspects of sleep architecture including sleep duration, sleep stages, and delta power in the 
NREM sleep EEG.33 Phenotypic interindividual differences thus dominated the attributable variance in this study, which 
raises important questions about their functional significance that have yet to be addressed.

Effects of Total Sleep Deprivation on the Dynamic Sleep Structure
Despite the expected increase in sleep duration after total sleep deprivation compared to baseline, the number of sleep 
stage transitions was reduced, suggesting that recovery sleep was more dynamically stable than baseline sleep. The 
increased sleep pressure produced by total sleep deprivation specifically reduced transitions between wake and light sleep 
stages (eg, W-to-S1, S1-to-S2, and S2-to-W), while transitions concerning deep sleep (eg, S2-to-SWS) were not 
significantly altered, similar to previous observations.50 The 36 h period of total sleep deprivation also caused an 
increase in transitions between S2 and REM, which appears to be a by-product of the lengthening of total sleep duration 
and the concomitant increase in the propensity for REM sleep.

While sleep deprivation did not significantly alter the mean of the REM-onset interval (M-ROI) within individuals, 
the variability (SD-ROI) was decreased in the recovery nights. The latter result could be parsimoniously explained by the 
fact that there is greater robustness in NREM sleep expression by increased homeostatic sleep pressure after sleep 
deprivation.7 However, with M-ROI unchanged, we should consider the possibility that prior sleep deprivation also has 
a stabilizing effect on the timing of REM sleep. This idea is consistent with a previous result from this data set, namely 
that REM latency was not significantly affected by sleep deprivation.33 The stability of M-ROI in response to acute total 
sleep deprivation may reflect an increase in REM sleep homeostatic drive balancing the increased NREM homeostatic 
drive and keeping the sleep cycle regulated. Whereas results of acute total sleep deprivation experiments have suggested 
that NREM sleep regulation has (short-term) primacy over REM sleep regulation,7 it appears that there is also 
a physiological imperative to regulate the sleep cycle as a whole.17,20,27

The Relationship Between NREM Sleep Stage Transitions and the Sleep Cycle
In light of the seemingly high degree of complexity in the regulation of sleep stages and REM sleep in particular,1,17,18,51 

we and others have posited that three distinct subsystems, characterized by S2-to-W/S1, S2-to-SWS, and S2-to-REM 
transitions, may underlie the regulation of dynamic sleep structure and the emergence of sleep cycles.25–27,30 A summary 
diagram illustrating the three underlying subsystems and the transition dynamics, with information about transition 
frequencies and their degree of interindividual variability, is presented in Figure 4. Setting aside back-and-forth 
transitions between REM and W, which are mostly contained within REM episodes30 and probably associated with 
arousals,2 S2-to-REM transitions are the primary gateway into REM sleep.

Thus, as posited previously, it appears that S2 plays a hub-like role in the dynamic regulation of sleep structure.25,26,30 

Accordingly, the balance between S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS transitions should have a marked influence on transitions into 
REM and the timing of the ROI. We therefore introduced TBIS2 as an index of the NREM balance between S2-to-W/S1 versus 
S2-to-SWS transitions. The distribution of TBIS2 did not differ significantly from the normal distribution with a mean of zero 
(Figure 3), suggesting that on the whole, the two transition subsystems within NREM sleep (S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS) were 
balanced. Deviations from this equilibrium, quantified by TBIS2 or |TBIS2|, should affect REM-onset intervals. Specifically, an 
increase in S2-to-SWS transitions relative to S2-to-W/S1 transitions could be expected to prolong REM-onset intervals, as has 
been noted in previous experimental and computational studies.27,30 Given the observed phenotypic interindividual differences in 
sleep stage transitions and the ultradian rhythm of sleep, we examined this both within and between subjects.

Our finding of a positive correlation within subjects between |TBIS2| and M-ROI, but not between TBIS2 and M-ROI and 
not between |TBIS2| and the number of transitions from S2 to another NREM sleep stage overall, indicates that imbalance in 
either direction – that is, a relative increase in either S2-to-SWS or S2-to-W/S1 transitions (ie, greater |TBIS2|), not just 
a relative increase in S2-to-SWS transitions – is associated with prolongation of the REM-onset interval (ie, greater M-ROI). 
We found this relationship regardless of interindividual differences in the dynamic sleep structure. As such, it appears that an 
increase in the transitions from S2 to other stages within NREM sleep, relative to an individuals’ phenotypic basal equilibrium 
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state, contributes to prolongation of the REM-onset interval – regardless of whether the sleep transitions made NREM sleep 
deeper or lighter. This is consistent with the idea that the balance between the two subsystems within NREM sleep 
(S2-to-W/S1 and S2-to-SWS) is at the basis of the dynamic regulation of sleep structure.

Experiments in humans with administration of cholinergic antagonists and agonists52 have shown a link between the 
major cholinergic and monoaminergic pathways of sleep regulation53 and sleep cycle dynamics. The neurophysiological 
bases for the three subsystems (Figure 4) may therefore involve mechanisms active at multiple different time scales, 
potentially including the neurobiology associated with the wake/sleep flip-flop switch,53 the previously established 
NREM–REM reciprocal interaction mechanisms,19,54 and possibly even subultradian S2–SWS oscillations.27 These 
have in common a presumed basis in monoaminergic transmission, which could be a critical mediator of balance 
among the subsystems. There is also a potential role for the lateral hypothalamus (LH), which is thought to modulate 
transitions to either wake or REM sleep, while monitoring multiple physiological variables including circadian time, 
ambient temperature, energy status, and sleep pressure.55 In the LH of mice, melanin-concentrating hormone and 
hypocretin neurons have been found to interact through reciprocal inhibition, which could serve as a dynamic regulator 
of the transition system around stage S2.56 Further studies are needed to uncover the neurobiological mechanisms that 
underlie the regulation of subsystem balance around S2 in humans.

Limitations
Interindividual variability in sleep has both continuous aspects, such as the depth of NREM sleep as quantifiable by means 
of spectral power in the EEG,33,57,58 and discrete aspects, such as the occurrence of sleep spindles.59–61 Our analyses were 
based on sleep scoring using conventional criteria,2 combining continuous phenomena (eg, EEG frequency dominance, 
amount of EMG activity) with discrete ones (eg, presence of rapid eye movements, sleep spindles) to categorize sleep in 

W

S2

SWS

R

S1

Figure 4 Transition diagram illustrating the three posited underlying subsystems with major patterns of transition between sleep stages. Arrows indicate the direction of 
transitions; the thickness of the arrows indicates their overall number, and the darkness (from light gray to black) the degree of interindividual variability (ie, the ICC). Note 
that transitions between wake and REM are regarded as separate from the three subsystems centered on S2 because those transitions are mostly contained within REM 
episodes (REM-to-W-to-REM).
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terms of discrete stages in 30s intervals (epochs). While the subsystems proposed here based on sleep stage transitions are 
clearly distinguishable in a discrete sense, our analyses did not consider any continuous characteristics that could be 
relevant, such as the depth of SWS. There is likely to be additional complexity to the dynamic regulation of sleep structure 
that our analyses did not uncover, including the influence of different aspects of the sleeping environment (eg, temperature, 
noise). Also, due to the small number of sleep stage transitions within any given sleep cycle, it was not possible to perform 
cycle-by-cycle analyses, leaving within-night trends in sleep structure dynamics unexplored.

Another limitation of our study is related to its experimental design, which was highly controlled and involved both rested 
and sleep deprived conditions, but was restricted to just one duration of total sleep deprivation (ie, 36 hours) and featured only 
nighttime sleep. Extending this work to daytime sleep would help to elucidate the role of circadian rhythmicity in 
interindividual differences in sleep cycle duration and subsystem balance. Also, since our dataset included only healthy 
young adults, further studies will be needed to evaluate the generalizability of our findings across the lifespan, in various 
populations, and in the context of sleep disorders and other medical conditions. Extension of the research to individuals with 
sleep disorders and/or brain damage could serve to further interrogate the underlying mechanisms.

Conclusion
In our sample of healthy young adults, the dynamic structure of sleep in terms of sleep stage transitions and sleep cycles 
exhibited substantial and stable interindividual differences that were robust across baseline and sleep deprived states. 
This indicates that the mechanisms underlying sleep stage transitions and ultradian sleep cycles may be considerably 
phenotypic. This variability between individuals notwithstanding, our analyses point to a dynamic model involving three 
subsystems, characterized by S2-to-W/S1, S2-to-SWS, and S2-to-REM transitions, with S2 serving as a transition hub 
(Figure 4). In this perspective, the balance between transitions from S2 to lighter NREM sleep versus from S2 to deeper 
NREM sleep could be seen as a basis of dynamic sleep regulation, with deviation from equilibrium potentially explaining 
the variability in REM sleep relative to an individual’s phenotypic basal sleep cycle. These novel findings suggest that 
a predominantly SWS-versus-REM focused perspective on sleep, which appears to be dominant in parts of the sleep 
literature such as those concerned with cognitive recuperation and memory consolidation, may overlook the potentially 
unique role of S2; and that adopting a holistic view may shed new light on the dynamic regulation of sleep structure in 
humans, the underlying neurobiology, and the associated function(s) of sleep.

The substantial, fingerprint-like interindividual differences in the dynamic sleep structure unveiled in this study may also 
prove to be informative regarding the neurobiology of dynamic sleep regulation and interindividual variability therein, which 
is only partially understood.39 They may as well be useful in practical ways, for example, to drive progress in the development 
of algorithms for automated sleep scoring.62 Moreover, unraveling the mechanisms of dynamic sleep regulation with a focus 
on underlying subsystems and interindividual differences may set the stage for novel therapeutic sleep manipulations. Current 
efforts aimed at improving sleep, including both pharmacological interventions and brain stimulation techniques, are focused 
primarily on SWS and REM sleep.63,64 Based on our conceptual model of sleep stage transitions (Figure 4), we are currently 
working on a subject-specific brain stimulation method to manipulate wake-to-sleep transitions through the S2-to-W/S1 
transition subsystem. Success in this endeavor would expose a novel target for interventions aiming to improve sleep.
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